Abstract. Evaluation methods of advertisement design are important in Advertising, This paper proposed a novel approach to advertisement evaluation based on visual attention. Firstly saliency detection algorithm is used to detect the salient region of advertisement, then an advertisement is determined as attractive if the detected salient regions are overlapped with the interested regions of the advertisement. Based on the salient regions, the fixations are generated in sequence combined with the competition mechanism of WTA and inhibition of return mechanism. The fixations reflects the intensity of each salient region in the advertisement, which determines the priority of the visual effect on each visual element. The experimental result shows that this evaluation method can basically simulate the attention mechanism of human visual system to evaluate the advertisement objectively.
Introduction
With the development of society, the consumer psychology of consumers is becoming more and more mature, the channel of information acquisition is becoming more and more diversified. Rational consumption is more prevalent than impulsive consumption. Existing advertisements are not only used to guide consumption, but also to shape and beautify their products and promote their corporate image. From the perspective of marketing management, advertisements have become to be an important method to promote the brand image [1] . So the study on the effect of advertisement design is the trend of advertising marketing at present, it can strengthen the scientific and rationality of advertising marketing and make the design of advertisements more well-directed, so that it would achieve the best effect of advertisement in actual application.
The evaluation of an advertisement about its attractiveness is one of the most fundamental and important tasks in the field of advertising psychology. Previously works in this field focus mainly on the activity of the customer's eyes captured by eye tracking devices [1, 2, 3] . Wedel and Pieters [1] divided an advertisement into three elements (brand, pictorial and text), and recorded the frequency of eye fixations falling into each element of the advertisement. They found that viewers are more likely to fixate on the pictorial element, followed by the text and the brand element. They also found that the memory of advertised brand is related to the frequency of eye fixations on the advertisement.
The eye tracking device records the actual activity of the viewer's eyes in real time. However, such expensive devices are not available in many cases, and it is also annoying to wear the device in most situations. Therefore some researchers concentrate on the visual saliency or attention of the advertisement stimuli to overcome the problem of using the eye tracking device in advertisement evaluation [4, 5, 6, 7] .
In this paper, a novel advertisement evaluation based on visual attention mechanism is proposed, which provides a guarantee for the objectivity of the evaluation method. The experimental results show that this method can effectively display the visual stimuli of the interested regions in the advertisement, so that it can provide the data feedback for the advertisement design, which can be used as an assistant method in the advertisement evaluation.
An advertisement evaluation method based on visual attention
The visual attention mechanism is the key in human visual system. To process the important information faster and more efficient, the eyes always selectively focuses on the most attractive regions in the scene [13] . In order to integrate the visual attention mechanism into the practical application, the domestic and foreign scholars put forward the saliency detection algorithm, the detected saliency regions and fixations simulate the visual attention mechanism. According to the theory of psychometric measurement, it shows that most of the viewer's fixations are focused on the interested regions, the saliency detection algorithm based on the visual attention mechanism simulate the selective of the human visual system to detect the interested regions of human visual system [8] . Therefore, in this paper, the saliency detection algorithm and the theory of visual psychological measurement are combined to evaluate the advertisement objectively.
Saliency detection model. Itti et al. proposed a visual computation model based on spatial domain with the local feature contrast. The color, intensity and orientation of the input image are expressed in different scales. The feature saliency maps are obtained by multi-scale visual features calculated by the center-periphery operator, and finally they are combined into a saliency map [13] . This model based on the biological structure of the calculation method is more suitable for simulation of human visual system [14] .
Feature extraction. The features of the color, intensity and orientation of the input image are decomposed by the multi-channel multi-scale filter sets. Then the feature maps is extracted from the different feature information by using the central peripheral difference method. Because the regions attracting the visual attention is the most "distinctive" part, which is more prominent than the rest of the surrounding part. It convert the difference of the feature map at the coarse scale to the feature map at the fine scale, and then perform the point-to-point subtraction. The fine scale can find the high frequency part, the coarse scale can find the low frequency part, the fine scale feature chart represents the central area, and the coarse-scale feature map represents the surrounding area. Now we define Θ as the central peripheral difference operator. In this model, the pixels belonging to the scale 2, 3, 4 (c∈ { 2, 3, 4} ) are called the central part, and the pixels belonging to the scale s = c + δ, δ∈ {3, 4} are called peripheral parts.
For the intensity feature image, six intensity features are calculated from the central difference:
For the color feature image, we define four color channels:
and Y (σ) Gaussian pyramids are generated. The color feature maps RG (c, s), BY (c, s) is defined as:
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Then twelve color feature maps are calculated. For the orientation feature image, firstly the Gabor filter is used to extract the orientation feature, and the orientation Gabor pyramid O (σ, θ), θ∈ { 0, π∕4, π∕2, 3π∕4} is calculated with the intensity image I (σ). θ are the four default orientations, each orientation represents the six feature maps, and the orientation feature maps O (c, s, θ) is defined as:
In summary, 42 feature maps are achieved by feature extraction, including six intensity feature maps, 12 color feature maps and 24 orientation feature maps.
Generating salient maps with feature fusion. Feature saliency maps at different scales are achieved by feature extraction at different scales, now the feature saliency maps in the same feature under different scales are merged into a feature map according to a certain merging strategy. In this paper, the local feature iteration method that convolve the Gaussian difference function and the normalized eigenvalues is used to compute the final feature saliency map, and is obtained. From the biological point of view, the Gaussian difference function are similar to the organization of the human visual cortex which shows it has the biological rationality, and is suitable for simulating the human visual system. After the feature fusion strategy, three feature saliency maps are obtained, as shown in Fig.1 , which are the intensity feature saliency map, the color feature saliency map and the orientation feature saliency map respectively. The final saliency map was obtained by combining the three feature saliency maps. The generating fixations and its transfer. The pyramid model is constructed based on non-uniform sampling and multi-scale analysis. The Winner detected in the WTA (winner take-all) competition mechanism is the most noticeable fixation by using the coarse-to-fine detection strategy, which is the fixation with the highest degree of pixel.
Since the most noticeable fixation in the WTA mechanism will always be the Winner, then the fixation will not be transferred. Combining with the inhibition of return mechanism, once the Winner is generated, saliency maps will receive an input that its spatial distribution is similar to the differential Gaussian function. The suppression center is located at the Winner, and the neighborhood centered on the Winner will be masked and then the fixation can transfer to the next one. As shown in Fig.2 , with the transfer of fixations, the corresponding areas of fixation in the saliency map are suppressed, and then the WTA mechanism generates the next fixation in the suppressed saliency map. In this paper, the flow diagram of the saliency detection is shown in Fig.3 . In the visual perception process, the eyes firstly focus on a fixation of the image, and then the visual system further analyzes and processes the information in the vicinity of the fixation to achieve information about the salient region [8] . Therefore, an
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advertisement is determined as attractive if the detected salient regions are overlapped with the interested regions of the advertisement. According to the theory of visual psychology, the consumers can achieve a lot of useful information during the fixation, and the first fixation position of the consumers often affects the advertisement effect [9, 10, 11] . According to the experimental results of the algorithm of saliency detection, the fixations hit the interest regions of advertisements are listed. the designed interest regions are determined as attractive with the order and the number of fixations in the interest regions [12] .
Experimental results
240 images are collected by searching the Google with keyword "classic advertisement" and "failure advertisement" in both English and Chinese, and the search result are carefully examined to avoid potential duplication. Four students annotate the product and its trademark in each advertisement as salient regions. The effectiveness of an advertisement is measured by examining the frequency of fixations falling in these salient regions.
Comparisons of saliency maps. The saliency regions obtained by our method are compared with the eye movement data, as shown in Fig.4 , the saliency regions obtained by this method are close to the eye tracker data. It shows that our method can detect the interest regions of advertisements. In the initial advertisement evaluation, it can visually display the interest areas of advertisements. The results of our method.
The order of fixations in the interest regions. As shown in Fig.5 , the order of fixations for the first time falling into the interest regions are listed. Table 1 summarizes the average order of the method and the eye tracker's results for the first time in the interest regions. The data show that this method is more accurate and effective than the eye tracker in terms of the fixation order area. The number of fixations in the region of interest. As shown in Fig.5 , the number of fixations in the interest regions is counted. Because the number of fixations in the eye tracker is about twenty times, then twenty fixations are generated in our method. Table 2 shows the average number of our method and eye tracker fall into the interest regions. The data show that the performance of our method is close to that of the human beings, and our method can detect the salient regions more efficiently. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes an advertisement evaluation method based on visual attention mechanism. The proposed method achieves satisfying results on the task of advertisement evaluation by taking advantage of the visual attention. Future works include integration of other high level features.
